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Insect Behaviour: Controlling Flight Altitude with
Optic FlowInsects can smoothly control their height while flying by adjusting lift to
maintain a set-point in the ventral optic flow. The efficacy of this simple
flight-control mechanism has been demonstrated using a robot
helicopter.Barbara Webb
When trying to understand animal
behaviour it is common to think
about how information is extracted
from the environment and an
internal representation of that
information used to calculate an
appropriate controlled response.
But this approach can be
misleading when we assume that
certain information is required to
perform a task, when in fact
a simpler solution, exploiting the
closed-loop interaction of the
animal with its environment,
is available. Wehner [1] has
described such solutions, where
the cue required to perform the
task is directly picked up by the
perceptual system, as ‘matched
filters’. An example is discussed in
the article in this issue by
Franceschini et al. [2].
The basic problem addressed by
Franceschini et al. [2] is how a flying
insect controls its height above the
ground, for example in take-off,
landing and maintaining a constant
height above varying terrain. Does
the insect measure its altitude, and
if so, how? It could potentially
extract height information from the
ventral optic flow: basically, the
higher it is, the slower will be the
apparent motion of the ground
directly below it. But to actually
extract height information from this
signal, the insect would need to
know its true velocity relative to the
ground — its groundspeed — as
the ventral optic flow is
proportional to its groundspeed
divided by its height.
In their paper, Franceschini et al.
[2] describe a flight control solution
in which neither groundspeed nor
altitude are explicitly determined.
Instead, the directly availablecue — ventral optic flow — is
used in a feedback control loop,
with the insect altering its lift to
maintain a setpoint ventral optic
flow, and thus a constant
groundspeed:height ratio. This
simple mechanism has a number of
desirable properties. If the animal
increases its forward speed, it will
automatically increase its height as
it takes off. If it gradually decreases
speed, it will gradually decrease
height and thus land smoothly. If
the terrain rises, the ventral optic
flow will increase and the insect will
compensate by increasing its
height. If the insect is slowed by
a headwind, it will descend; this is
a strategy likely to reduce the
headwind, or even to lead the
insect to land if it cannot make any
progress against the headwind.
Franceschini et al. [2] describe
reports of each of these effects
having been observed in insect
flight. Most of these reports are
qualitative — such as the
observation that bees flying over
mirror-smooth water, which
provides no ventral optic flow, may
descend so far that they end up in
the water and drown [3]. In the case
of landing, there are quantitative
data [4] which closely fit the
predictions of their model.
While such a scheme sounds
intuitively plausible, Franceschini
et al. [2] have also shown that it can
work in practice by implementing it
on a robotic helicopter. This uses
just two photoreceptors, coupled
to produce an elementary motion
detector based on fly vision.
Forward speed is altered by
changing the pitch of the helicopter
rotor, and lift by changing the
rotor speed. This physical model
has been designed to match
characteristics of insects such asthe angle between photoreceptors,
the flight-speed range and optical
flow sensor range. It thus shows
that the controller is plausible
within the real physical constraints
known to hold for insects.
This approach — a biorobotic
evaluation of a biological
hypothesis — is becoming
increasingly popular. Recent
examples include robotic
investigations of locomotion in
animals as diverse as water
striders [5], salamanders [6] and
humans [7]. It allows modellers to
close the loop: that is, to
understand how actions affect the
interaction with the world that
leads to sensory input; and to
understand this as a dynamic loop
rather than as cause-and-effect. It
can also close the loop from
biology to engineering by
producing new predictions and
insights that can be used in
biology [8].
Indeed, the idea of using optic
flow directly to control behaviour
has been explored in a number of
other insect-inspired robots.
Lateral optic flow can be used to
regulate forward speed [9],
possibly in a similar feedback loop
to the lift control described above.
Because lateral optic flow depends
on the distance of the surrounding
objects, such a controller will
adaptively slow the animal when it
is traversing narrower apertures or
slow a robot moving through
cluttered environments [10].
Balancing the lateral optic flow on
each side also results in centring
[10]. And expansion in the optic
flow field is an indication of
impending collision: by triggering
a response when the rate of
expansion increase is above some
threshold, collisions can be
avoided, again without any
explicit detection of the actual size
or distance of the object.
Specialised neurons to detect
this signal have been described in
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[11]. The same principle has been
used to enable a small free model
aircraft to avoid collisions with
walls [12].
Exploiting some aspect of optic
flow directly to control locomotion
is often discussed, following
Gibson [13], as an example of an
‘affordance’. The exact meaning of
this term is subject to debate, but
essentially it is the idea that what
animals are designed to perceive
are opportunities for action, rather
than action-neutral properties of
the environment around them.
Instead of seeing shape, size and
distance of an object, for example,
we observe its graspability. This
influential, and sometimes
controversial, view of perception is
particularly relevant to robotics,
where specialised sensory
systems for cues such as optic
flow have often proved more useful
than conventional computer
vision. In one sense these may be
thought of as tricks or short-cuts
that enable the animal or robot to
avoid difficult measurements
and calculations. But the concept
of action-oriented perception
may also be important in
understanding higher level
cognitive skills, as it strongly
determines how we structure the
world around us.
For insect flight control, many
issues remain to be resolved.
Ventral optic flow can be easily
detected if the animal is flying
straight ahead and the sensor is
pointing straight down. But if theSpeciation Geneti
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Species are often reproductively
isolated from one another by the
intrinsic sterility or inviability of
their hybrids. Darwin devoted an
entire chapter of his Origin ofinsect pitches, rolls or rotates,
ventral optic flow will be distorted.
Can the animal measure and
discount these movements, or are
other sensorimotor loops, such as
the optomotor reflex, deployed
simultaneously to minimise them
[14]? Is there any evidence of
systematic difference, for example
in the sensitivity range, of
elementary motion detectors
pointing at different parts of the
visual field [15] that would fit with
the proposed difference in control
function? What exactly are the
wing movements that need to be
controlled [16] and might these
also be ‘matched’ to specific
control problems? Will
understanding the basic control
rules help us to trace out the neural
pathways that support this
behaviour? The combination of
behavioural experiments and
robot models is likely to be an
important tool in future
discoveries.
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2006.12.008hybrid sterility? As with many
problems, Darwin struggled with
the genetic details but, in the end,
got the basics right: hybrid sterility
‘‘is not a specially endowed
quality, but is incidental on other
acquired differences,’’ (p. 245)
and is caused by a hybrid’s
‘‘organization having been
disturbed by two organizations
having been compounded into
one’’ (p. 266).
Fifty years would pass before
Bateson [2] and later Dobzhansky
[3] and Muller [4,5] devised
a genetic model for the evolution
of such hybrid fitness problems
